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The Dream Team - UBiee Power Pill Fe-3 and Kitt

Kitt is back - alive, well, and on a mission! Both Kitt from the Knight Rider, and UBiee Power
Pill Fe-3 from the UBIEE Team, have joined forces!

Pittsburgh, PA (PRWEB) June 18, 2005 -- Attending the 2005 Fall Feria "El Pilar" Exposition in Zaragoza, this
dynamic duo - a community of skillfully talented international marketing professionals on the UBIEE Team,
and an exceptionally talented Kitt -- have united to promote the UBiee Power Pill Fe-3 and personally welcome
friends around the globe.

Unified in battling the injustice of skyrocketing fuel prices, Kitt communicates our innocent, helpless, and
powerless dependence on fuel for transportation, while the UBiee Power Pill Fe-3, the ultimate pollution
solution, defends consumers by providing a fuel economizer for both gasoline and diesel powered engines.

According to the New Hampshire Business Review on May 12, 2005 section entitled, "Rising Diesel Costs
Leave Truckers Road-Weary",

"Diesel fuel prices have risen more than 60 cents over 37 percent - in the last year, with New Hampshire's
trucking and freight companies feeling the pinch. And consumers will soon."

Scott Beltramini, Vice President of Manchester Motor Freight states,
"We're paying $125 to $150 more per tankful over last year….It used to cost about $300 per fill-up for a truck,
now it's closer to $450. That's huge."

Comparative tests conducted and certified by The Engineering Society for Advanced Mobility Land, Sear, Air
and Space; S.A.E. International (900154) and Technical Vehicle Information Board, Germany (T.U.V.),
documented that usage of the UBiee Power Pill Fe-3:

- Increased fuel economy
- Reduced emissions
- Reduced carbon deposits
- Decreased octane requirements
- Improved engine performance
- Reduced valve seat recession

The test results translate into substantial savings for all gasoline and diesel fuel consumers.

An environmentally friendly pollution exterminator, the UBiee PowerPill Fe-3 combats the "big six" major
pollutant gases hosting significant health impacts: carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, sulfur
oxide, and hydrocarbons (benzene, terpene,etc.).

Independent tests also reported that the UBiee PowerPill Fe-3:

- Reduced harmful carbon monoxide exhaust emissions by 78%
- Reduced smoke pollutants by 73%
- Reduced hydrocarbon emissions by 23%
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The UBiee PowerPill Fe-3 is made of non-toxic, all natural formulation, with 100% active ingredients, as its
improved fuel combustion empowers engines to burn cleanly with absolutely no residue left.

To fuel consumers, the tests confirm relief from the environmental burden of inadvertently contributing to
global pollution.

The Dream Team is:

Economically Considerate -- Kitt is based on a fairly inexpensive modified 3rd generation Pontiac Firebird
automobile. UBiee Power Pill Fe-3 is based on an inexpensive solution to rising fuel prices.

Allied and Protective - The UBiee Power Pill Fe-3 is dedicated to protecting the environment and creating a
safe haven for attaining healthy wealth, and Kitt is programmed to protect human life at all costs.

Like-minded and Interactive -- Kitt, endowed with artificial intelligence, capable of accepting voice commands,
interacting with its operator, and making its own decisions. Likewise, the UBIEE Team provides Internet state-
of-the-art intelligent support via accessing their 24/7 friendly live online conference room.

Extraordinary -- The UBIEE Team has formed a unique bond and partnership with Dr. Michael. Kitt has formed
a unique bond and partnership with Michael.

Altruistic in their endeavors and unselfish concern for the welfare of others, the Dream Team not only talks the
talk, but walks the walk.

Benevolent by nature, the UBIEE Team offers flight to the human spirit beyond self inflicted limitations, while
Kitt continues to champion the cause of the innocent, helpless, and powerless. Come meet the Dream Team in
person this fall in Zaragoza!

Contact Info: Dee Scrip
Phone: 412-571-1855
Web: http://www.helpwithfuelprices.net
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Contact Information
Dee Scrip
Global Snippets
http://www.helpwithfuelprices.net
412-571-1855

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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